
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

ENERGY 

Policy Statement 
 

 
Electrical  & Pump   Services  Ltd.  Design,  Supply,  Manufacture,  and  Install  Water  and  Wastewater 

Pumping and  Treatment Plants and  provide Operate, Maintenance, Short  and  Long-Term  Contracts 

thereafter.  We will integrate  our energy objectives  with  our Environment,  Health,  Safety,  Quality  and 

Cost objectives to improve the  competitiveness of the  company and  to minimise the  environmental 

impact of our energy usage. 

 
The organisation recognises its responsibilities to its staff, customers, contractors, and the general public 

and  is committed to the  continual improvement of energy performance and  the  energy management 

system. To this end, it maintains a documented Management System which conforms to ISO50001:2018 

and  shall take  into account all regulatory and  legislative requirements pertinent to  its sector, local 

operating environment, and customer requirement. 

 
The organisation’s objectives include the following: - 

 
› Ensure that our energy policy is communicated to all employees and  contractors and  is made 

available to the public. 

› Ensure that information relating to the energy management system is available and 

accessible. 

›     Promoting the concept of energy efficiency at all levels in the business. 

› Commit  to continuous  improvement in energy efficiency and  investigation  of alternative  and 

renewable energy sources of energy at all levels of the organisation. 

›  Identify the  Significant  Energy  Users – the  equipment and  processes which account for the 

greatest energy usage or which offer the most potential for energy savings. 

› Establish  and  achieve  performance  targets for  energy efficiency  and  regularly  assessing 

whether the objectives and  targets are  being met. 

› Providing the necessary resources and framework to implement, review and achieve objectives 

and targets. 

› Ensure  procurement,  design,   operating,   and   maintenance   procedures  consider   energy 

performance improvement. 

› Communicate  with  employees,  communities,  businesses  and  government to achieve  better 

understanding of energy issues. 

› Comply  with  relevant  legislation,  legal  and  other  requirements,  that  relate  to  the  energy 

efficiency, energy use and  energy consumption. 

 
The above policy is supported by the Management of the Board  of Directors of EPS  who shall commit 

the necessary information and  resources in ensuring that the objectives and  targets can  be achieved. 

These objectives and targets will be reviewed and  updated at least once  per year. 
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